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Abstract—Multi-layer (ML) and multi-domain networks re-
quire Path Computation Elements (PCE) for constraint-based
path calculation. In this paper we introduce and evaluate qualita-
tively as well as quantitatively the PCE scenarios newly proposed
by the IETF for PCE-based inter-layer traffic engineering.
Requirements on additional communication, on hardware and on
optimality of path computation serve as the qualitative metrics
in our comparison. The path setup delay is derived analytically
and serves as the quantitative metric. We derive the results
using simulations on the ML German reference network with 17
nodes and back-up our results by two different ML TE routing
algorithms. We show that one Single ML PCE performs best in
the overall qualitatively and quantitatively comparison.

I. INTRODUCTION

Core networks of the future will be multi-layer networks

consisting of an optical physical layer and of one or more

electronic upper layers. The lower layer is realized by re-

configurable WDM, while the upper layers are realized by

a connection switched technology (e. g., SDH) or by a packet

switched technology (e. g., MPLS, Ethernet).

Path computation includes multiple layers for TE purpose.

The literature proposes many ML TE routing algorithms to

optimize network resources [1]–[6]. These algorithms have in

common a computational complexity with at least quadratic

dependency in the number of links. Constraint-based path

computation and the large number of TE-links in a ML

network even increase this complexity.

This complexity usually exceeds the computational capa-

bilities of label switched routers (LSR). A special network

node called Path Computation Element has been proposed

by the IETF to overcome this problem. The PCE serves

as a computing entity, specialized for constraint-based path

computation. The network node requesting the PCE service is

called a Path Computation Client (PCC, [7]). The requirements

and a draft specification for the protocol between both entities

is proposed in [8], [9]. The PCC request includes source node

and destination node and additional path constraints. The PCE

response includes a NO-PATH object if no path is found or

otherwise it includes a list of strict or loose hops.

In this paper we evaluate qualitatively as well as quantita-

tively five different PCE approaches with respect to the path

setup delay. To our knowledge it is the first time of such

evaluation.

Section II introduces the five different PCE approaches.

Section III compares them qualitatively while section IV

shows our quantitative results. Section V concludes this paper.

II. PCE-BASED INTER-LAYER PATH COMPUTATION

We introduce different PCE-based inter-layer path compu-

tation approaches of the newly available IETF draft by Oki

et al. [10]. We evaluate these approaches in a common net-

work scenario. We assume an intra-domain scenario with one

administrative domain. The domain refers to an autonomous

system of one single operator. [11] studies the inter-domain

and inter-operator scenarios.

We assume a ML network, in which each network node

is capable of two switching regions. We denote the upper

switching region as higher layer (HL) and the lower switching

region as lower layer (LL). On each layer there is only one

switching region available. Thus we use interchangeably the

terms switching region and layer. The HL node and the cor-

responding LL node, deployed at the same site, communicate

internally, which is out of scope of this paper.

A unified GMPLS control plane controls both network

layers. This includes the signaling and routing protocols,

RSVP-TE and OSPF-TE, respectively [12]–[15]. These rout-

ing and signaling protocols use a common data communication

network (DCN). The topology of the DCN is equal to the

physical topology of the network. The LSRs and the PCEs

participate in this DCN.

The routing protocol advertises LL p2p connections in the

HL as TE-links, i. e., forwarding adjacencies [16]. A LL p2p

connection may span multiple nodes if switched transparent

on intermediate nodes. These connections form the virtual

network topology (VNT) of the HL. Connection requests occur

on the HL only. They are routed in the HL VNT.

Each PCE is co-located with a traffic engineering database

(TED). The TED keeps the state of the topology and the state

of the TE-links. Several possibilities exist to construct and

update the TED, e. g.:

• the TED participates in the routing protocol extracting

topology information of the network.

• the network management system updates the TED.

• a mixture of both approaches.
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We assume that the TED participates passively in the routing

protocol. The TED itself does neither advertise link states nor

router states. We further assume, that the TED only stores

information about the network part the PCE is in charge of.

We classify the PCE approaches in two different classes.

The first class includes centralized path computation (CPC),

the second class distributed path computation (DPC).

A. Centralized Path Computation

A single PCE in the network or a single PCE realized by

several parallel PCEs for load balancing purpose at the same

location represent a CPC scenario.

1) Single ML PCE: The Single ML PCE includes HL as

well as LL TE-links for path computation. The TED of this

PCE maintains the TE-link states of all switching layers. If

the path calculation process is successful, it responds with an

explicit path including HL as well as LL interfaces [9].

The signaling process reserves capacities in downstream

direction on the HL until the end of the HL TE-link is reached.

Then the resources on the LL are occupied first until further

downstream signaling on the HL. This hierarchical reservation

process is described in [17].

2) PCE/VNTM cooperation: This approach is depicted in

Fig. 1. The responsibilities of the HL and the LL are sepa-

rated in two devices. The virtual network topology manager

(VNTM) is in charge of establishing and tearing-down LL

connections. It constructs the LL topology, which is advertised

in the HL as available TE-links.

The PCE is in charge of path computation on the HL VNT

only. If calculation on the HL is impossible, the HL PCE

response to the PCC includes either a NO-PATH object or

the HL PCE requests the VNTM to establish LL TE-links.

On reception of a connectivity request, the VNTM calculates

itself a path or uses a LL PCE for calculation. On success

it communicates with the corresponding LL switching nodes

and triggers the signaling process there.

In case of several LL connections, the communication and

signaling process is parallelized. The VNTM informs the PCE

on the success of the connection establishment on the LL.

Including this information the HL PCE responds with a list of

strict HL hops to the PCC.

B. Distributed Path Computation

More than one PCE deployed in the network represents

a DPC scenario. These PCEs partition the path computation

responsibility. We distinguish between horizontal and vertical

separation of this responsibility. If one PCE calculates paths

on one switching layer, the PCE responsibilities are separated

horizontally, i. e., mono-layer PCEs are deployed. If PCE path

computation includes several layers of a subset of nodes, the

responsibilities are separated vertically [18]. Also a mixture

of both approaches is possible.

In this paper we consider horizontal PCE responsibilities.

Thus, each PCE is a mono-layer PCE. The PCE calculates

paths on one switching layer. The PCE responsible for the

HL is called HL PCE, while the PCE responsible for the LL

is called LL PCE.

1) Multiple PCEs with inter-PCE communication: Fig. 2

shows the message sequence chart of this approach. If the path

calculation on the HL is successful, the HL PCE responses an

explicit route to the PCC. This corresponds to the Single ML

PCE approach.

If the path calculation on the HL includes gaps, the HL PCE

requests paths for these gaps from the LL PCE. On success

the response of the LL PCE includes an explicit route on the

LL. In this case the HL PCE acts as a PCC, which is foreseen

by the PCE communication protocol specification [8]. The HL

PCE responds to the PCC with an aggregated route including

explicit nodes on the HL as well as on the LL.

2) Multiple PCEs without inter-PCE communication:

Fig. 3 shows the message sequence chart of this approach.

The HL PCE calculates a path on the HL VNT. If there is no

continuous path available on the HL, the HL PCE responds

with loose hops to the PCC. With this response the PCC starts

the signaling process.

Every time a TE-link edge node in the HL VNT is reached

the edge node forwards the connection request to the corres-

ponding LL switching node. The LL switching node acts as

a PCC and requests the LL PCE for an explicit path between

these loose hops. On success the LL PCE replies with a LL

path including explicit hops. The LL TE-links are established

next. The signaling process on the HL proceeds afterward.

This process repeats every time an edge node in the HL VNT is

reached. If there is no LL path available, the signaling process
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stops and the LL PCE response includes a NO-PATH object

to cancel the signaling process.

3) Multiple ML PCE: In the Multiple ML PCE approach,

a ML PCE is co-located with every network node. Each

ML PCE is able to compute paths including all layers. The

functionality is the same as described in section II-A1, but the

communication between PCC and PCE drops out as both are

co-located in the same node.

This scenario is our reference scenario. We assume full path

computation capabilities in every LSR. With respect to any

communication delay it is a lower bound. In response to the

costs it is highly expensive and thus very unlikely.

III. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON

In this section we compare qualitatively the different PCE

approaches introduced in section II. Table I summarizes the

properties of the different PCE approaches. We compare

these with respect to the co-located TED, the assured path

connectivity and with respect to an optimal path criteria.

First, the TED is investigated. In the single ML PCE and

the multiple ML PCE approach the TED processes routing

messages of all layers. This results in large TEDs. The

remaining PCE approaches restrict the TED to one single

layer, which results in small TEDs.

All approaches, except the multiple PCEs without inter-

PCE communication approach, guarantee connectivity of the

calculated path. Since the computed path includes loose hops

the HL PCE cannot assure any connectivity.

The optimality of the computed path is guaranteed if the

single ML PCE, the multiple ML PCE or the multiple PCEs

with inter-PCE communication approach is used. In the Single

ML PCE and the Multiple ML PCE approaches the PCE(s)

maintain information about all layers. Therefore a PCE may

compute an optimal path without any collaboration with other

PCEs. However, in case of multiple PCEs with inter-PCE

communication the optimal path computation is quite complex,

because many requests must be issued from the HL PCE to

the LL PCE to take into account all paths, i.e., all possible

combinations of HL and LL paths. The other two approaches

cannot guarantee an optimal path. The PCE and the VNTM

maintain only information about one single layer and the

properties of the LL paths are not taken directly into account

in the path computation process.

TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF THE DIFFERENT PCE APPROACHES

PCE approach TED Assured
connectivity

Optimal
path

CPC

Single ML PCE ML TED Yes Yes

PCE + VNTM SL TED Yes No

DPC

Multiple PCEs
with inter-PCE comm.

SL TED Yes Yes

Multiple PCEs
w/o inter-PCE comm.

SL TED No No

Multiple ML PCE ML TED Yes Yes

All approaches except the multiple layer PCE without inter-

layer communication compute a complete ML path without

any loose hops. This is advantageous, because loose hops

trigger additional path computation in the signaling phase.

The multiple PCEs without inter-PCE communication is the

simplest approach. However, no real ML TE is possible, since

no optimal path and not even connectivity is assured.

The different approaches need besides the RSVP signaling

additional inter-PCE, PCE/VNTM and/or VNTM/LSR com-

munication, which introduces additional delay. Only the Mul-

tiple ML PCE approach needs no additional communication.

In the Single ML PCE approach the PCC/PCE communication

requires a delay. In the multiple PCE with inter-PCE commu-

nication approach communication between the PCC and PCE

and between the PCEs is required. In the case without inter-

PCE communication additionally to the PCC PCE delay the

communication between the LL PCCs, i. e., LSRs, and LL

PCE must be taken into account. The collaboration of the PCE

and VNTM introduces the PCC/PCE delay, the PCE/VNTM

delay and VNTM/LSR delay. For these different approaches,

the analytic expression for the complete signaling time is

presented in section IV-A.

An advantage of the PCE/VNTM approach is the fact that

at the moment the PCC receives the computed path, all lower

layer LSPs are already established and thus the signaling of

the path does not trigger any further computing or additional

signaling of other paths. Hence, the signaling process triggered

by the PCC after receiving the route object will be finished in

a shorter time compared to the other approaches.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section evaluates quantitatively the different PCE

approaches with respect to the path setup delay. First, it

introduces our methodology to derive the path setup delay.

Second, it describes the simulation scenario and the simulation

parameters in detail. The last subsection presents our results

and highlights the most advantageous PCE approach.

A. Methodology

A path response may include HL and LL sections. HL

sections describe established TE-links in the HL VNT (e. g.,

in Fig. 2 the link A – B). LL sections describe TE-links in the

LL (e. g., in Fig. 2 the link B – C).



NLL is the number of LL sections. The physical length of

each section i is LLL
i . The number of nodes per LL section

is nLL
i . NHL is the number of HL sections. The length of

each section j is LHL
j . It is derived of the corresponding

physical length of the LL TE-links. The number of nodes per

HL section is nHL
j .

The time to process the signaling messages on the HL

is pHL on the LL it is pLL per node. The delays for the

configuration of the switching matrix in the HL as well as

on the LL is denoted by mHL and mLL, respectively. Please

note that a two-way reservation protocol like RSVP triggers

the configuration of the switching matrix in upstream direction.

We assume the node not to wait until the configuration process

has been ended but sends the signaling message in upstream

direction immediately. This process is parallelized, as the

source node has to configure its switching matrix, too.

The delay between the PCC to the PCE is denoted as dc2e.

It is a mean delay based on the topology of the DCN and also

holds for the delay between any LSR and the PCE or VNTM.

The delay between the co-located PCEs and the delay between

PCE and VNTM is denoted as de2e.

With these variables we construct the signaling time on

the HL. SHL denotes the processing delay at each node, the

propagation delay between the nodes and the configuration of

the HL switching matrix. Therein, c∗ refers to the propagation

speed in the medium:

SHL = mHL
− pHL + 2

NHL

∑

i=1

{

nHL
i pHL + LHL

i /c∗
}

Note that the processing delay at the egress node is counted

only once. SLL denotes the signaling time on the LL com-

posed by equivalent components. Note that these delays con-

tribute per LL section.

SLL =
NLL

∑

i=1

{

mLL + (2nLL
i − 1) pLL + 2LLL

i /c∗
}

The overall path setup delay Ts is calculated for every PCE

approach.

Single ML PCE: Additionally to the signaling delay the

delay between the PCC and the PCE contributes: Ts =
SHL + SLL + 2 dc2e.

Mult. PCE with inter-PCE comm.: Compared to the Single

ML PCE the delay between HL PCE and LL PCE contributes:

Ts = SHL + SLL + 2 dc2e + 2 de2e.

Mult. PCE without inter-PCE comm.: Each LL section

contributes with an additional PCC/PCE delay: Ts = SHL +
SLL + 2 (1 + NLL) dc2e.

PCE/VNTM cooperation: The signaling process on the LL

is parallelized, thus contributes only with the maximum de-

lay. Again an additional PCE/PCE delay contributes to the

overall path setup delay: Ts = SHL + 2 (2 dc2e + de2e) +
maxi

(

(2nLL
i − 1) pLL + 2LLL

i /c∗ + mLL
)

Mult. ML PCE: No additional delay is included here. Only

the signaling time contributes: Ts = SHL + SLL.

B. Simulation scenario

All studies are performed with the 17 node German back-

bone reference network [19]. On the HL we assume SDH

technology, i. e., switching of SDH connections. On the LL

we assume reconfigurable WDM technology, i. e., switching

of wavelengths.

In our simulation we use two different ML routing algo-

rithms to generalize our findings. The weighted integrated

routing algorithm (WIR, [2]) and the routing algorithm pro-

posed by Zhu (UCD, [1]). Both routing algorithms are able to

calculate ML paths as well as SL paths.

A wavelength has capacity to transport at maximum STM-

64, i. e., a line rate of 10 Gbps. The granularity of a SDH

connection demands are fractions of STM-64. It follows the

chosen traffic mix distribution.

C. Simulation parameter

We obtain the results from the simulation after the network

state has reached a steady state. The measurement samples are

averaged on ten batches, each consisting of 106 connection

requests.

The German backbone network has been dimensioned for

a total network traffic of 5 Tbps, which corresponds to 100%

network load. A population based traffic matrix generates

the network load. The number of wavelengths is calculated

using the Erlang B formula to satisfy a connection blocking

probability of at least 10−6 on all links at the 5 Tbps load

scenario.

The number of transponders between the optical and elec-

trical node equipment is unlimited.

The distribution of the traffic mix is: 50% STM-1, 20%

STM-4 and 30% STM-16. This reflects the large number of

small capacity connections as in [19].

The signaling message processing time is pHL = pLL =
10 ms for signaling messages on the LL as well as on the SDH

nodes, which corresponds to the values mentioned in [20].

The configuration of the SDH switching matrix needs

mHL = 20 ms. The configuration of the WDM switching

matrix needs mLL = 50 ms, which includes positioning and

oscillations of the mirrors.

We assume the PCE in average distance of 413.50 km to

each node. As the HL PCE, the LL PCE and the VNTM are

co-located, we assume a fixed delay of de2e = 5 ms, which

represents packet encapsulation and propagation delay. The

propagation speed c∗ is 2/3 of the speed of light.

D. Simulation Results

In our simulations we measure the number of WDM and

SDH sections NLL and NHL for a calculated path. This also

includes the number of hops, nLL and nHL per section. The

section length is calculated by the mean hop distance. Based

on this measurement values and the formulas of section IV-A,

we calculate the path setup delay and compare the different

PCE approaches in respect to the overall path setup delay.

We show the dependence of the path setup delay on the

network load. Therefore, we vary the network load parameter
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from 0.1 up to 2.4 including network operation points in low

load, medium load and overload scenarios. We argue these

load scenarios with the path classification as explained next.

The response path of the PCE, independent of the PCE

approach, is classified into three different groups:

SL SDH: The path is routed on the SDH VNT only. It consists

of an arbitrary number of HL sections. No LL section has to

be established first, i. e., NLL = 0 ∧ NHL > 0.

SL WDM: The path consists of exactly one LL e2e section,

which has to be established first to serve as a TE-link in the

HL. On the SDH layer exactly this path is used after its setup.

NLL = 1 ∧ NHL = 1
ML: The calculated paths are pure ML, they consist of both,

already established SDH TE-links and WDM TE-links, which

have to be established first, i. e., NLL > 0 ∧ NHL > 0.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 depict the frequency of these different path

types for both routing schemes. Fig. 4 shows at the top the

frequency of a SL path on SDH layer. It is nearly constant

for the whole load range for both algorithms. Only in very

low load ranges, there is a very small knee visible. As a

consequence we state that the great majority of paths consist

of single layer paths, which are routed in the SDH layer only.

In contrast to this, the figure shows the graphs for routing

only on the WDM layer (SL WDM), too. In very low load

ranges the amount of pure optical connections gets an amount

of nearly 10%. If load increases the amount of pure WDM

connections is reduced to below 10−4. In low load situations

the optical connections have to be established first to serve the

SDH connection requests. In high load situations the network’s

resources become rare to grant SL WDM connections. Both

algorithms show a different behavior. When applying the WIR

algorithm, the amount of pure optical connections is smaller

than, when applying the UCD algorithm. For loads beyond 1.0

this behavior swaps.

Fig. 5 shows the frequency of ML paths. ML paths occur

first to an amount larger than 10−6 in load situations larger

than 0.9. The amount of ML paths increases up to a maximum

load of 1.3. Beyond a load of 1.3 the amount of ML paths

decreases again. In these load situations the ML paths are

able to exploit the few remaining resources in the network. The

overall frequency of ML paths does hardly exceed 10−3. Thus

the frequency to compute a ML path, taking into account both

layers is also below 10−3. In all other cases a single layer view

is sufficient to establish a suitable path. No communication

with LL PCE or VNTM is necessary.

In these rare cases, when additionally WDM links are

setup, we further investigate the length of these links in

number of hops. In Fig. 6 we depict the complementary

cumulative distribution function of the number of WDM hops

on condition that a new optical link has to be established. The

network load for this scenario is 1.0. The bar chart shows

both routing strategies. More than 90% of the LL connections

have four or less hops per section. Note that each section of

a path contributes to this statistic individually. It is also worth

noticing that even much longer TE-links are established. The

large number of links contributes to the path setup delay as

each link contributes to propagation delay and each node adds

processing delay.

We translate the results from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 in the

path setup delay. We distinguish between the minimum path

setup delay (min), the mean path setup time (mean) and the

maximum path setup delay (max).

min: The min path setup delay includes the signaling and

processing delays only on the SDH layer. No additional WDM

connection is required. This corresponds to a SL SDH path.

mean: The mean path setup delay is described as the expected

path setup delay. It includes the ML as well as the SL paths

weighted by their frequencies.

max: The max path setup delay always includes the average

number of new WDM sections and hops and the average

number of SDH links and hops. The max path setup delay

reflects the average time to establish a ML path.

Fig. 7 shows the expected mean path setup delay. It depicts

the results for the UCD algorithm but in general these hold also

for the WIR algorithm as the difference of both algorithms is

negligible. The multiple ML PCE approach again is the refer-

ence scenario. The remaining PCE approaches are overlapping

in this scenario due to the small frequency of WDM paths. The

difference between these two curves is again the additional

PCC/PCE communication delay. Regarding the mean setup

delay the VNTM/LSR delay contributes additionally to the

setup delay. The minimum path setup time is equal for all

approaches except the Multiple ML PCE as the signaling

delays in the optical layer vanish.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the maximum setup delay for the

PCE approaches of section II. They include the results for the

UCD and the WIR routing algorithm, as the results differ in the

load range smaller than 1.4. We observe a common behavior
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of the five PCE approaches in the whole load range. At the

beginning the setup delay increases slightly as the frequency

of WDM paths increases. Around load 1.0, a sharp knee points

to the transition to the overload situation. In the overload

situation the path setup delay decreases for all approaches as

the frequency of WDM paths and ML paths is reduced.

The order of the five PCE approaches is intuitive in the

UCD scenario of Fig. 8. The multiple ML PCE approach

performs the fastest setup as there is no additional signaling

delay. Second is the Single ML PCE approach. There, only

one additional PCC/PCE communication delay is added. Third

and fourth are the PCE approaches with and without inter-

PCE communication. They are overlapping as the amount of

LL signaling is nearly negligible. The PCE/VNTM approach

introduces the largest delay because of both the PCE/VNTM

and the VNTM/LSR communication.

In the PCE/VNTM approach both algorithms differ. In the

load range of 1.0 to 1.4 the PCE/VNTM approach out performs

all the other approaches when applying the WIR algorithm

(Fig. 9). The setup delay using WIR is smaller compared to

the UCD algorithm. This is because the WIR algorithm limits

the maximum path length while the UCD algorithm does not.

This shows evidence for the dependence of the path setup

delay on the routing algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we compared five different PCE approaches

newly proposed by the IETF quantitatively as well as qual-

itatively. We found that the amount of ML paths, which

legitimate the argument of PCEs, is very low in a repre-

sentative core network scenario. Thus, PCEs are legitimated

more by the complexity of constraint-based path computation

requests and by the reduced computation time than by ML

path computation.

Because of the small frequency of ML paths the minimum

and mean path setup time do not show much difference.

The expected path setup delay is in the order of tens of

milliseconds. The maximum path setup delay (representing

ML paths) triples the path setup delay in certain scenarios.

We found that among all PCE deployment scenarios one

Single ML PCE performs best. In the simulated cases path

setup delays are far less than a second even in case of ML

paths. Small communication overhead and the reduced number

of needed PCEs back-up this decision qualitatively.
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